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PLC new features
auto-restart of VPGF

The control of the pumps and valves results from a logic combination of status inputs

After a power failure, status inputs are lost and the group has to be restarted manually

palliative solution:

cyclic memorisation of the status inputs

detection if the power of the group was off and back again

try to automatically restart, taking into account the memorised status inputs

completely new approach, under development in parallel:

using sequential state machine

outputs of the function depend only on the current state of the machine, not on the status inputs

state is the memorised resultant of the sequence of previous states and inputs

at any time it will be easy to restart from the memorised state

Mobile Profibus

automatic recognition and integration of slave PLCs into the mobile Profibus has been extended 

for quick installation of mobile pumping groups, with the electronics kept in radiation-free zones

to tackle unexpected leaks in the insulation vacuum 

Abstract
The vacuum control system of most of the CERN accelerators is based on Siemens PLCs and on PVSS SCADA

After the transition from the LHC commissioning phase to its regular operation, there has been a number of additions and improvements to the vacuum control system

They were driven by new technical requirements and by feedback from the accelerator operators and vacuum specialists

New control functions have been implemented in the PLCs. New tools have been developed for the SCADA, while its ergonomics and navigation have been enhanced

 
L2,L3, 

PSB,PS 
SPS LHC beam LHC insul. 

other 
facilities 

total 

length [km] 2 16 59 50 1 128 
log (P [mb]) -7..-10 -7..-9 -8..-11 -5..-7 -4..-10 -4..-11 

PLC master 5 8 28 3 44 

PLC other 0 10 7 0 17 
PLC slave 0 0 100 155 255 

VGM 0 0 10 231 0 241 
VGR 102 113 428 348 61 1052 
VGP 122 128 649 364 66 1329 
VGF 0 13 4 0 0 17 
VGI 28 0 167 0 16 211 

VPGF 7 3 14 179 51 254 
VPI 370 1429 825 0 69 2693 
VPS 48 0 0 0 0 48 

VVS 76 87 305 39 13 520 
VVF 0 11 0 0 0 11 
VVW 0 5 0 0 0 5 
 

in underground service areas
PLCs access field equipment (gauges and pumps) through 

controllers or power supplies; modern ones often 

are intelligent, with embarked microprocessor or FPGA

can communicate with the PLC via Profibus, which

minimises the complexity and price of cabling 

allows wider exchange of information and configuration parameters

On Profibus, controllers for: 

VGI : Volotek, Hot cathode ionisation (Bayard Alpert) : [10 ..10  mbar]
-3VGR  : TPG300, Thermal conductivity gauge (Pirani) : [1..10  mbar]

-5 -11VGP :  TPG300, Cold cathode ionisation (Penning) gauge : [10 ..10  mbar]

VIES : power supplies for "anti-electron-cloud solenoids"

VPGF : fixed pumping groups and their TMP controller , managed by a small Slave_PLC S7-300

Not on Profibus:

VVS : controllers on individual IO channels on the Master_PLC

VPI : power supplies on remote-IO stations (Siemens-ET200)

Master_PLC,  controllers , power supplies - kept in underground service areas

away from the accelerator tunnels where radiation would eventually damage them
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Vacuum Controls Architecture
Since 2000, the SPS, LHC  and part of the Complex PS have been upgraded to a PLC-based architecture

Master_PLC: Siemens S7-400

Human-Machine Interface: PVSS 

Small machines are controlled by a single PLC

Wider machines have one PLC at each underground service area 

(Complex PS: 5, SPS: 7; LHC: 28)

one PVSS Data-Server (DS) per accelerator complex

PLCs and DS communicate through Ethernet in a protected and restricted "Technical Network"

consoles in the "Office Network" have access to monitor the evolution of vacuum variables

in the tunnel
VGF : "active" pair of VGR+VGP, with front-end electronics nearby

in tunnel where radiation low, and distance to a service area large

VGR and VGP closer to the protected areas can be directly accessed by a remote TPG

Mobile Profibus : dynamically network for "mobile" equipment ( when the machine is stopped)

VPGM : mobile pumping groups, with "Slave" PLC S7-200

VREM : mobile bake-out stations, with "Slave" PLC S7-300

Conclusions
New functions have been implemented in the PLC and PVSS

The ergonomics and configurability of the PVSS application have been enhanced

There is still a long way ahead, regarding 

the homogenisation of equipments and controls across machines

the convergence towards UNICOS

the tools for tracking of events, interventions and repairs

Vacuum in the accelerator chain
To minimise the interactions between the accelerating beams and the residual gases

the beam pipes of all accelerators must be pumped down to a suitable vacuum level
-11 -8LHC : static vacuum ~ 10  mbar; dynamic effects  up to 10  mbar

To achieve high fields for accelerating and guiding the proton beams, superconducting materials are used

Magnets and RF cavities are operated at 1.9 or 4.5 K; fed by a separated cryogenic distribution line (QRL)
-5 -7For thermal insulation: vacuum below 10  mbar, often reaching 10  mbar

LHC : beam and insulation vacuum ~ 109 km [10 ..10  mbar]
-7 -9SPS, PS, PSB, L2, L3 : beam vacuum ~   18 km [10 ..10  mbar]
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Instrument count
6 000 instruments to be controlled and monitored, 

-4 -11distributed along 128 km of vacuum, in the range of 10 ..10  mbar

PVSS new features
improve the diagnosis of the vacuum systems and help organise preventive actions

new panels were created and others were enriched

enhancement of tools' functionality and ergonomics

increased security - minimise the time a console can remain unattended with full-rights

PVSS application now starts with user "monitor" - no rights to manipulate anything

user ID is not anymore inherited from the current OS session

when need to operate - log on PVSS to gain access rights

web server - 4 pages

PVSS panels with summary of values and status of main vacuum systems

list of interlocked valves 

get information screens and logbooks from machines operation 

VMR - Vacuum Monitoring Room 

four 3-screen stations directly on the technical network 

four wall-screens running the web summary pages

PSR and AD - although still on the previous generation of control architecture,

they are now available for monitoring on PVSS (accessed through CMW)

tools configuration - the users can define and save the full details of their own

email/SMS notifications

historical trends

device list
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